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Let me introduce 

myself...

• Born in Houston, Texas but raised in 
Sacramento, California

• I had a dramatic shift in life when I 
met my future husband, I finished 
university and began living cross 
continental and traveling around the 
world with him.

• In 2018, we both agreed to make our 
ranch in Texas ‚home.‘

• That is when I decided to become a 
gardener and the following year 
became a Grayson County Master 
Gardener.

• I dove into the deep end of education 
and have found I am especially 
passionate about edible gardening and 
furthermore educating about edible 
gardening. 



A BIT ABOUT MY VEGETABLE GARDEN

• Located on 500 acre horse ranch in Whitesboro, TX
• Sandy-Sandy Loam Soil
• Stone 18’’ Raised Vegetable Garden Beds
• 12 interior measured 4 x 17’ beds
• 2’ person walk ways
• 6’ farm equipment through ways
• Beds facing North to South, 8+hours of direct sun
• Drip irrigation with city water
• Integrative approach to fertility as well as disease 

and pest control
• 90%+ filled with plants grown from seeds started 

indoors or directly sown

• A lot of work
• A lot of joy
• A lot of rewards



Tomatoes

stats
• Internationally, tomatoes are the most 

consumed vegetable
• Second most consumed vegetable in 

the US, behind potatoes
• Americans eat 20.3lbs of fresh 

tomatoes & 73.3lbs of processed 
tomatoes, annually per capita.

• China, US, then India rank highest in 
international production

• In 2015 US produced 2.7 billion 
pounds of tomatoes, which covers only 
40% of domestic demand. Mexico 
provides the majority of the rest.

• California is by far the largest tomato 
producer in the US, Texas does not 
even make the top 10.

other facts
• Tomatoes have many researched 

health benefits. High in Vitamin 
A & K, alongside antioxidants, 
specifcially Lycopene. 

• Beneficial to the immune system, 
heart, eyes, lungs, blood vessels, 
oral health and skin. 

• Slight variation in nutritional 
benefits between fresh & canned

• There are over 3,000 varieties of heirloom tomatoes and more than 
15,000 varieties in total.

• Average American consumes 71lbs of ketchup per year. 
• If Heinz ketchup pours out more than .028 miles per hour it is 

considered too runny and rejected in the factory. 
• La Tomatine, is an annual tomato festival in the region of Valencia, 

Spain. Since 1945 local Spanish and visitors from around the world 
participate in a tomato fight for fun. Recently the average amount of 
tomatoes thrown is approximately 320,000lbs.

• The record for heaviest tomato stands at 10 lb 12.7 oz in Walla Walla, 
Washington on July 15, 2020.

https://www.webmd.com/food-recipes/ss/slideshow-tomato-health-benefits


origins
history continued

• Tomatoes are a relatively young fruit in 
mainstream consumption.

• Mayans and other Mesoamerican people were 
the first to domestic the tomato plant and use 
the fruit in cooking. 

• Spanish colonization (1520s) is how the fruit 
spread in popularity, through Europe and, more 
likely first, the Caribbean. 

• The tomato was widely consumed in Jamaica and 
the Caribbean in the early 1700s

• 1771 the word, tomato, first emerged in Jamaica 
was adopted quickly by British populations

• Regardless of which geographical route the 
tomato took, it was being cultivated in the 
Carolinas by the mid 18th century. 

• Tomato popularity boom 
began in the late 18th 
century, before then it was 
considered an offensive 
plant from appearance, 
smell and taste. 

• In 1826, the first ever 
depiction of the tomato in 
art was created.

• Proported health benefits, many exaggerated, of the tomato is 
suspected to have supported it initial climb in popularity.

• Between the late 18th century and the first WW there was a 
skyrocketing increase in popularity and interest in the tomato in 
the US. 

• This led to ferevorous exploration of breeding and selection to 
find tomatoes quite similar to the ones we consume today. According to Craig LeHoullier, Epic Tomatoes

&Origins      History

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:James_Peale_-_Still_Life_with_Vegetables_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg


Anatomy of the Tomato

shapes

Knowledge is know that a tomato is a fruit. 

Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.

-Miles Kington

With over 15,000 varieties of 
tomatoes, we have A LOT of options to 
choose from.

Select specific cultivars of tomato 
based on YOUR specific desires, needs 
and abilites.

sizes• Round-Globe
• Oval-Deep Globe
• Rectangular-Egg
• Oxheart
• Heart
• Pear
• Long

• Micro
• Cherry
• Salad
• Paste
• Slicer

Huge variety

uses
Use is very personal and usually 

dependent on juiciness vs 

dryness, softness vs firmness 

and meatiness

• Micro & Cherry = fresh 

eating (gardener snacks) or 

salads

• Salad= fresh eating or salads

• Paste= sauce making

• Slicers = fresh eating or 

sandwiches

https://letstalkscience.ca/educational-resources/backgrounders/life-cycle-a-tomato-plant
https://vanderknaaplab.uga.edu/files/Visa_Sofia_Euphytica.pdf
https://vanderknaaplab.uga.edu/files/Visa_Sofia_Euphytica.pdf


Anatomy of the Tomato

COLORS
red

pink brown green white

purpleyellow orange

striped

• Dependant on the 
skin & the flesh

• Color does not 
indicate flavor or 
acidity

continued

https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/early-spring-favorites/cherokee-purple-tomato
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/red/abe-lincoln-original-tomato
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/tomato/wild-boar-farms/barry-s-crazy-cherry
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/orange/kellogg-s-breakfast
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/white/great-white-tomato
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/pink/missouri-pink-love-apple-tomato
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/purple/black-from-tula-tomato
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/green/aunt-ruby-s-german-green
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/striped/sunrise-bumblebee-tomato


Anatomy of the Tomato
continued

flavors
• There is not a lot of written 

discussion about the flavor 
variations of tomatoes.

• Sour, sweet, flavorful, watery, 
blah grocery store matoes.

• However, Craig LeHoullier 
tackled the subject in Epic 
Tomatoes

Mild Moderate Intense

Tart

Balanced

Sweet
acidity myth
All tomatoes have very similar amounts of acid, 
it is the individual‘s perception of acid and the 
amount of sweetness that counterbalances 
acidity that dictates a tomato‘s perceived acidity. 

• Bonny Best
• Green Grape
• Green Zebra
• Tiger Tom
• Yellow 

Brandywine

• Aker‘s West VA
• Rahart‘s Jumbo 

Red
• Ferris Wheel
• Persimmon
• Roma

• German Johnson
• Gregori‘s Altai
• Pineapple
• Ruby Gold
• Yellow Pear

• Black Krim
• Black Prince
• Green Zebra
• Early Girl
• New Girl

• Better Boy
• Big Beef
• Great White
• Kellogg‘s 

Breakfast
• Lemon Boy

• Eva Purple Ball
• Yellow White

• Abraham 
Lincoln

• Jaune Flamme
• Old Brooks

• German Green
• Brandywine
• Cherokee Green & 

Purple
• Giant Green
• Lillian‘s Yellow
• Lucky Cross
• Nepal

• Mortgage 
Lifter

• Ponderosa
• Sun Gold

https://www.craiglehoullier.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Epic-Tomatoes-Select-Grow-Varieties/dp/1612122086


Anatomy of the Tomato
continued

growth habit seed types leaf shape
Indeterminate: a plant that will 
continue to grow and flower and 
produce fruit for the duration of the 
growing season. Needs support, space 
and possibly pruning.

Determinate: a plant that has a 
genetic signal to stop vertical growth. 
Fruit sets to maturity all at one time. 
Does not usually need support, lots of 
space or pruning. 

Dwarf: a plant that behaves like a very 
small, slow-growing indeterminate

Regular-Leaf (RL): most common, 
multi-lobed, serrated, often toothed 
branching off the stem
Potato-Leaf (PL): broader, smoothe, 
thicker, single leaves, missing many 
lobes and serrations. Exclusive to 
heirlooms.

Further Variations
• Rugose: rippled
• Angora: very hairy
• Wispy: fine, more sparse and 

more curled, associated with 
heart-shaped tomato plants

• Fine: delicate and small, 
associated with dwarf varieties

Hybrid: seeds collected from fruit that 
has been crossed. Hybridization is a 
very common occurrence in nature. 
With regards to seed saving 
hybridizations makes the earliest 
generations genetically unstable. 
Hybrid tomato plants tend to be more 
vigorous and wiser of a choice, with 
that said flavor can be compromised. 

Open Pollinated (OP): Genetically 
stable seeds. Seeds can be collected if 
cross-pollination is prevented. 

Heirloom: An OP seed that has a 
history or story. It is a loosely defined 
term that changes. Generally anything 
developed before the 1950‘s.



Anatomy of the Tomato
continued

growth habit
leaf shape

https://ucanr.edu/blogs/blogcore/postdetail.cfm?postnum=16937


Growing Basics

• Tomatoes tend to be pretty 
forgiveable plants.

• There is such a huge variety of 
varieties, you can certainly find a 
tomato that suits your desires, needs 
and abilities.

• Require 8+ hours of direct sunlight 
• Respond well to preventative steps in 

regards to pests and disease
• Indeterminate varieties require stakes 

or trellising and usually, pruning.
• Extra sensitive to Glyphosate-Round 

up
• Can be harvested at maturity not 

necessarily fully ripe.



Growing Basics

soil
Ideal soil is deep, easy to 
crumble, well-draining, and rich 
with organic matter. 

Ideal soil is a slightly acidic for 
tomatoes. 

An annual layer of compost is 
highly recommended. 

Vegetable garden appropriate 
mulch is also recommended, such 
as straw or composting mulch

irrigation fertilization
All plants do not necessarily care 
HOW they are irrigated.

Tomatoes will not grow well in 
water-clogged soil. 

Bottom water in the mornings. 
This allows the foliage to dry 
completely. 

Tomato plants may show wilt, mid 
day during the hottest part of the 
summer. They should recover 
quickly as the sun sets and roots 
are able to uptake additional 
water. 

Soil rich in compost should 
support most of the needs of the 
tomato plant. 

When supplementing fertilization, 
tomatoes in general need 
relatively less N and more P & K. 
Less Nitrogen, More Phosphorus 
& Potassium

Often labeled as ‚fruit and bloom‘

continued



Growing Basics

planting
• Plant outside only after 

day & night temperatures 
are consistently warm.

• Cooler weather will stunt 
growth.

• Plant on a day with mild 
weather, towards the end 
of the day. 

• Plant spacing will depend on 
variety but generally:
• Vertical (indeterminate)-3ft
• Caged (determinate)-2ft

• Not strictly necessary but an 
application of mycorrihizal will aid 
in root development.

• Placing a cracked egg or egg shell 
pieces is an old trick to stem off 
blossom rot. 

• Deeply water upon planting, keep 
in mind how you planted and 
where the roots are. 

• Cutworm collars can be made of 
paper or aluminum foil to prevent 
fatal damage when planting.

continued

more planting

• Strip the lower stem of foliage and 
plant slightly deeper. 

• For leggy plants, plant very deeply, 
manipulate them into a curve 
manually or let them lay on their side 
for a day. They will naturally rise up to 
the sun, avoiding accidental damage.

https://www.almanac.com/plant/tomatoes


Growing Basics

support

continued

• Most indeterminate varieties 
require some type of growth 
support or trellis. 

• Many determinate varieties benefit 
from some type of support.

trellis tutorials

Benefits
• Space
• Air circulation
• Ease of pest 

management
• Ease of harvest

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzBhH8K_qp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5e4wf-QtUo
https://extension.psu.edu/tomato-support-methods
https://homesteadandchill.com/how-to-build-a-trellis/


Growing Basics

pruning
• You do not have to 

prune indeterminate 
or dwarf varieties. 

• Depending on your 
preferences, you may 
choose to prune 
indeterminate 
varieties.

continued

To prune or not to prune? That is the mato question.

• Consider 
‘topping off’ 
both varieties, 
depending on 
their growth 
and vigor. 

pruning 

tutorials

https://hort.extension.wisc.edu/articles/tomato-pruning/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPf7a96eOlQ


IPM
steps

MICROBIAL

CHEMICAL

HOST PLANT SELECTION

BEHAVIORAL

CULTURAL & BIOLOGICAL

PHYSICAL

Selecting restistant cultivars

Exploitation of pest behavior using 
baits, traps or mating distruptions. 
Trapping, removal, destruction, 
using scare, sonic or sound 
devices

Good bacteria, fungi, nemotodes, 
microsporidia, fermention

Targeted use of synethic, microbial 
or botanial pesticides

Integrated Pest Management

Adjusting, plant times, spacing, fertilization 
and sanitation or introduction, and protection 
of natural enemies to minimize pest pressure

Science based approch that combines a variety of techniques. By 
studying the biology, anatomy, life cycles and how pests interact 
with their environment, pest management can be improved along 
with lower cost and lower risk to people and the environment.

1. Prevention: Many pests can be 
controlled with preventative steps. 
This is the most important step.

2. Identify & Monitor: Determine the 
agent and its abundance, ask for help.

3. Evaluate: Do we need to act? What is 
the most effective, necessary action 
with the most minimal impact on 
people and the environment?

4. Action: Implement method of choice. 
5. Monitor: Continue to monitor, 

further treaments may or may not be 
necessary. If pest population 
increases it may be time to increase 
the level of action.

&Common Pests      Control



&Common Pests      Control
continued

Flea Beetle

Tomato Horn Worm

prevention

• Choose pest resistant cultivars

• Ensure well-draining soil

• Ensure adequate sun and air 
circulation

• Ensure proper fertilization

• Water consistently, preferably in 
the morning

• Prune with a purpose

• Remove and destroy infected plant 
material

• Apply a preventative garden-spray 
weekly or bi-weekly

• Texas A&M Tomato Disease Info

• Manually remove, hand or 
pressurized water

• Floating row covers
• Companion plants: strong odor 

repells, nasturtium traps
• Application of B.T., Sevin, Neem 

Oil
• Use Black light at night to find

• Manually remove, hand or 
pressurized water

• Floating row covers
• Companion plants: strong odor 

repells, nasturtium traps
• Application of Sevin, Neem Oil, 

Insecticidal Soap

https://www.epicgardening.com/flea-beetle/
https://plantdiseasehandbook.tamu.edu/food-crops/vegetable-crops/tomato/
https://texasinsects.tamu.edu/tomato-hornworm/


&Common Pests      Control
continued

White Fly

Psyllid

all-good 

garden spray
• Manually remove, hand or pressurized 

water
• Avoid overwatering
• Floating row covers
• Predator insects: Lady beetle, green 

lacewings, damsel&pirate bugs
• Companion plants: strong odor repells, 

nasturtium traps
• Application of Spinosad, Neem Oil, 

Insecticidal Soap

• Manually remove, hand or pressurized 
water

• Floating row covers
• Predator insects: damsel & pirate bugs, 

as well as lady bugs
• Companion plants: strong odor repells, 

nasturtium traps
• Application of Spinosad, Neem Oil, 

Insecticidal Soap

2 Gallons of Water
2.5 tsp Insecticidal Soap or 
Castile Soap 
3.25 oz Neem Oil

Mix ingredients together.
Spray, preferably, pressurized.
Pay attention to underside of 
leaves. 

Weekly or bi-weekly application

https://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/library/landscaping/whiteflies/
https://texasinsects.tamu.edu/psyllids/


prevention

• Choose disease resistant 
cultivars

• Ensure well-draining soil
• Ensure adequate sun and air 

circulation
• Ensure proper fertilization
• Water consistently, preferably 

in the morning
• Prune with a purpose
• Remove and destroy infected 

plant material
• Apply a preventative garden-

spray weekly or bi-weekly

&Common Diseases      Control

Blossom-End Rot

Mosaic Virus

Causes bottom end of tomato to rot. 
Associated with calcium deficiencies and 
inconsistent watering & weather

• Maintain consistent watering
• Mulch to maintain consisten 

moisture
• Avoid high levels of nitrogen
• Well-draining soil
• Remove damaged fruit

Viral disease that causes young growth to be 
narrow and twisted. 

• Highly infectious
• Garden hygiene is important
• Tobacco is common host plant, 

therefore smokers can cause 
transmission.

• No treatment, infected plants 
should be destroyed

https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/galveston/Gardening_Handbook/PDF-files/GH-059--tomato-blossom-end-rot.pdf
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/vegetable/files/2012/01/mosaic.jpg


&Common Diseases      Control

Powdery Mildew

Cracking

Fungal disease that causes white spots or 
white dusting. Can be managed with relative 
ease.

• Maintain consistent watering & air 
circulation

• Regular application of preventative 
fungacide

• Remove damaged plant material
• Crop selection

Results of rapid, unsubstainable fruit growth. 
Associated with uneven watering or wet 
weather. Monitor fruit closely as it will either 
fail and rot on plant or upon successful 
harvest with be quick to ripen and rot.

• Maintain consistent watering
• Well-draining soil
• No true preventative or repairative 

measure

continued

Early Blight

Late Blight

Fungal disease that starts with dark 
concentric spots that causes leaf drop. 
Associated with uncontrolled humidity and 
warm temperatures.

• Maintain consistent watering
• Maintain consistent air circulation
• Regular application of preventative 

fungacide
• Remove damaged plant material
• Crop selection

Fungal disease that starts with grey, moldy 
spots, Associated with consistently damp 
weather. 

• Maintain consistent watering & air 
circulation

• Regular application of preventative 
fungacide

• Remove damaged plant material
• Crop selection

https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/vegetable/problem-solvers/tomato-problem-solver/ripe-fruit/early-blight/#:~:text=Symptoms%3A,a%20foliar%20or%20stem%20disorder.
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/vegetable/problem-solvers/tomato-problem-solver/leaves/late-blight/
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/vegetable/problem-solvers/cucurbit-problem-solver/leaf-disorders/powdery-mildew/
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/galveston/Gardening_Handbook/PDF-files/GH-057--growth-cracks-on-tomato.pdf


Harvest

can i pick it?
Dependent on several factors:

• Variety 
• Weather
• Pest pressure
• Kitchen‘s empty
• Intended use

picking tips
• Tomatoes can already be harvested at the ‘breaker stage’
• Tomato will continue to ripen off the vine
• Pick as early as ½ Pink & ½ Green, or use 50% full color as rule of thumb
• You can speed up of slow down ripening process by storage temperature
• Bring a basket and use shears. 
• Remove any diseased or rotting fruits.

When a tomato reaches full 
size and the fruit becomes 
pale green, it will begin the 
ripening process. An 
internal process of 
ethylene gas production 
and release commences.

Aspects of ripeness:
• Peak Flavor
• Texture
• Aroma
• Color

ripeness harvest.... 48 hrs later

https://joegardener.com/when-is-the-best-time-to-pick-a-tomato/
https://joegardener.com/when-is-the-best-time-to-pick-a-tomato/


Varieties 
All Mar‘s All Bumblebees Early & New GirlBetter BoyAll Cherokees

Yellow Pear Sungold Lillian‘s YellowSan Marzano Costoluto Genovese

https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/tomatoes/specialty-tomatoes/marbonne-f1-tomato-seed-3225.html
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/striped/sunrise-bumblebee-tomato
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/early-spring-favorites/cherokee-purple-tomato
https://bonnieplants.com/products/better-boy-tomato
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/tomatoes/slicing-tomatoes/new-girl-organic-f1-tomato-seed-2412G.html#q=early%2Bgirl&lang=en_US&start=1
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/yellow/yellow-pear-tomato
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/tomatoes/cherry-tomatoes/sun-gold-f1-tomato-seed-770.html#q=sungold&lang=en_US&start=1
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/tomatoes/heirloom-tomatoes/san-marzano-ii-organic-tomato-seed-3405G.html#q=marzano&lang=en_US&start=1
https://www.tomatofest.com/Lillian_s_Yellow_Heirloom_Tomato_Seeds_p/tf-0292.htm
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/red/costoluto-genovese-tomato


https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-517_tomatoes.pdf
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-517_tomatoes.pdf


https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-517_tomatoes.pdf
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-517_tomatoes.pdf


Peppers

stats & facts

other facts

• US per capita consumption of Bell 
peppers is 11.4lbs

• US per capita consumption of 
Chile peppers is 7.7lb

• US is 5th largest international 
producer of peppers, behind 
China, Mexico, Turkey & Indonesia

• California is by far the largest state 
producer.

• Bell peppers are normally grown in 
green house.

• Chile peppers are normally grown 
in field. 

• Black pepper is the world‘s most 
used spice

• Peppers are a nutritional powerhouse. Low in calories, and all 
varietes are excellent sources of vitamins A & C, potassium, folic 
acid and fiber. 

• Spicy peppers, with high levels of capsaicin, have the additional 
benefit of increasing blood flow and metabolism, reducing 
migraine pain, as well as clearing the sinus and soothing pain.

• Peppers are one of the few cropes that are considered a vegetable,
a spice, a medicinal plant and an ornamental. 

• Nearly all domesticated peppers 
are of the Capsicum species

• Spicy capsicums are called chile or 
hot peppers, not chili peppers.

• Non-spicy capsicums are called bell 
or sweet peppers

• November is National pepper
month, because end of summer 
and fall is normally the greatest 
harvest time.

• ‚Hottest Little Festival‘ in Palestine, 
Texas, every year at the end of Oct.

https://www.webmd.com/diet/peppers-health-benefits#:~:text=Peppers%20have%20a%20lot%20going,food%2C%20making%20it%20more%20satisfying.
https://www.webmd.com/food-recipes/ss/slideshow-foods-hot-peppers-benefits
https://www.visitpalestine.com/p/things-to-do/festivals--parades/hot-pepper-festival


origins
history continued

• Peppers are an ancient agricultural crop.
• Chile peppers are believed to be one of the oldest 

domesticated crops in the Americas starting in Bolivia and 
throughout South and Central America.

• Scientific evidence supports the chile pepper was
domesticated over 6,000 year ago.

• First carbon dated proof of pepper domestication dates to 
1200 A.D in American Southwest/ Mexico Northwest

&Origins      History

• Black pepper spice and the Chile peppers we know today 
are not in the same genetic family. 

• In 1492 Christopher Columbus, on one of his expeditions 
around the world, first tried a Capsicum Chile Pepper and 
described them as similarly tasting to the black pepper he 
was already familiar with. The connection stuck.

• Trade routes established between India and South 
America brought the Chile pepper across the 
ocean and eventually to Europe and China during 
the 15th century

• The first shipment of Tabasco pepper sauce was 
made in 1869 for $1 a bottle, $17 today.

• $200 million of Tabasco is sold every single year.
• 1912 the Scoville scale was developed to 

measures the heat level of the chile pepper
• 1971 was the first Hatch Chile Festival in NM
• Dr. Paul Bosland founds the Chile Pepper Institue 

at New Mexico State University in 2002
• The 2000‘s saw a heat race in breeding, as of 2022 

the hottest pepper in the world is the Carolina 
Reaper with 2.2 million Scoville units.



Anatomy of the Pepper

With over 50,000 varieties of peppers,
we have a lot of options.

Only 4,000 of them are considered hot
peppers, so don‘t shy away from 
growing peppers if you can‘t take heat.

• Peppers come in an enormous 
amount of shapes, sizes, flavors and 
heat levels.

• Some flavors to looks for beyond
‚spicy‘ are vegetal, grassy, sour,
herbal, fruity-melon/tropical/berry, 
sweet, smokey, bitter, or chocolatey 

so many options

https://www.cayennediane.com/anatomy-of-a-chile-pepper/


Anatomy of the Pepper
continued

heat
• The perceived heat of a chile is highly personal.
• Perceived heat is dependent on genetics, tolerance and the type of 

heat. 
• Chile heat is not just one type of heat.

According to Dr. Paul Boland, Joe the Gardener Podcast

How fast does the heat come on when you bite into a chile? Rapidly, 
delayed, or intermediate?
How long does the heat linger? Does it dissipate quickly or does it last 
minutes or even hours?
Where do you sense the heat? The tip of the tongue? The lips? Mid-palate? 
The back of the throat?
What is the sharp or flat effect? Prickly heat like pins? Or heat that feels 
like it’s been brushed on?
What’s the heat level? Mild, medium or hot, in terms of Scoville heat units?

• Best relief of chile heat? Vanilla ice cream

https://joegardener.com/podcast/all-about-chile-peppers/
https://www.savoryexperiments.com/scoville-scale/


Anatomy of the Pepper
continued

growth habit seed typessun & temp
Pepper plants grow in bush habit.

Early pruning, clipping back longer 
stems, will encourage a stockier bush 
habit. 

Given our wind storms, early pruning 
for shape is reccommended. 

Additionalls pepper plants, once 
laden with fruit, are HEAVY. 

Stakes or similar supports are highly 
reccomended.

Peppers are very sensitive to 
temperatures. 

Even temperatures under 50 
degrees can stall, stunt or damage a 
pepper plant. 

Generally speaking they should be 
one of the LAST plants transplated 
outside. We are not fighting against 
the clock to get producing peppers 
fast, so better late than early.

With that said, the base line of 
direct sunlight starts at only 6 hours 
a day. 

Hybrid: seeds collected from fruit that 
has been crossed. Hybridization is a 
very common occurrence in nature. 
With regards to seed saving 
hybridizations makes the earliest 
generations genetically unstable. 
Hybrid tomato plants tend to be more 
vigorous and wiser of a choice, with 
that said flavor can be compromised. 

Open Pollinated (OP): Genetically 
stable seeds. Seeds can be collected if 
cross-pollination is prevented. 

Heirloom: An OP seed that has a 
history or story. It is a loosely defined 
term that changes. Generally anything 
developed before the 1950‘s.



Growing Basics

soil

Ideal soil is deep, well-draining, 
and rich with organic matter. 

Peppers can appreciate a more 
dense soil but are adaptable.

An annual layer of compost is 
highly recommended. 

Vegetable garden appropriate 
mulch is also recommended, such 
as straw or composting mulch

irrigation

fertilization
All plants do not necessarily care 
HOW they are irrigated.

Peppers will not grow well in water-
clogged soil. 

Pepper plants have shallow roots, so 
consistency is important.

Peppers plants may show wilt, mid 
day during the hottest part of the 
summer. They should recover 
quickly as the sun sets and roots are 
able to uptake additional water. 

Soil rich in compost should 
support most of the needs of the 
pepper plant. 

When supplementing 
fertilization, tomatoes in general 
need relatively less N and more P 
& K. 
Less Nitrogen, More Phosphorus 
& Potassium

Often labeled as ‚fruit and bloom‘



Growing Basics

planting
• Plant outside only after 

day & night temperatures 
are consistently warm.

• Even slightly cooler
weather will stunt growth.

• Plant on a day with mild 
weather, towards the end 
of the day. 

• An application of fertilizer 
placed in planting hole is 
recommended, 2TBL.

• Not strictly necessary but an 
application of mycorrihizal will 
aid in root development.

• This will encourage their 
shallow roots to grow more 
towards the nutrition below.

• Deep water upon planting. We 
do this with every transplant:
• Trauma/Stress
• Osmosis and water 

distribution
• Eliminate any large air

pockets

continued

more planting
• Choose transplants that 

are a bright rich green, 
short & stocky, with no 
obvious signs of disease 
or pests.

• The plant should seem
appropriately sized for its 
container. Bigger is not 
always better.

• Unlike tomatoes, do not cover the 
plant with soil above its orginal 
root ball.

• Plant spacing will depend on
variety but generally 18‘‘

• I find Poblanos tend to get very 
large and require 18-24‘‘ spacing 



Growing Basics

pruning
• Peppers grow in a bush habit, so it is

not strictly necessary to prune.
• To encourage a stocky, more outward

growth, early pruning is reccomended.
• A simple snip or two of the leading 

stalks is all that is required. 
• Prune early in the season when the 

plant is around 12‘‘, do not remove 
more than 2-3‘‘.

• Support is strongly encouraged. 
• Pepper plants have shallow roots and when 

laden with fruit can become very top heavy. 
• Especially with are heavy wind storms, we 

run the risk of trauma and damage leaving a 
pepper unsupported.

continued

support

• Stakes are generally 
more common but 
tomato cages also 
work. 

• Just make sure those 
supports are firmly 
planted into the 
ground. Again, keep 
in mind weight.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGyYyiU-1xI
https://parkseed.com/pepper-support-pack-of-3/p/96971-PK-3/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw29CRBhCUARIsAOboZbKZG_ECG0eP9XpzAVnYy7SouqL2Jd6MSgo_jHao7sT3OboD3xWnrzIaAg0jEALw_wcB


Growing Basics

controlling heat

• Genetics of the plant will be the strongest determination of 
heat.

• Second to that is environmetal factors, any stress will increase 
the heat of the fruit. Be it heat, cold, moisture or dryness. 

• For example a mild chile one year could be a medium chile 
after an extremely hot summer. A hot jalapeno could drop 
down to a medium jalapeno after a cool summer.

• Time of harvest, the first fruit on the plant is hotter than the 
later fruit. 

• Fruit heat can vary slightly on the same plant, the biggest 
variation of heat will be between plants. This has to do with
variation in genetics.

• MYTH: Growing a sweet pepper plant next to a hot pepper 
plant will make the sweet peppers spice. Not true folks. 

continued

According to Dr. Paul Boland, Joe the Gardener Podcast

https://joegardener.com/podcast/all-about-chile-peppers/
https://joegardener.com/podcast/all-about-chile-peppers/


IPM
steps

MICROBIAL

CHEMICAL

HOST PLANT SELECTION

BEHAVIORAL

CULTURAL & BIOLOGICAL

PHYSICAL

Selecting restistant cultivars

Exploitation of pest behavior using 
baits, traps or mating distruptions. 
Trapping, removal, destruction, 
using scare, sonic or sound 
devices

Good bacteria, fungi, nemotodes, 
microsporidia, fermention

Targeted use of synethic, microbial 
or botanial pesticides

Integrated Pest Management

Adjusting, plant times, spacing, fertilization 
and sanitation or introduction, and protection 
of natural enemies to minimize pest pressure

Science based approch that combines a variety of techniques. By 
studying the biology, anatomy, life cycles and how pest interact with 
their environment, pest management can be improved along with 
lower cost and lower risk to people and the environment.

1. Prevention: Many pests can be 
controlled with preventative steps. 
This is the most important step.

2. Identify & Monitor: Determine the 
agent and its abundance, ask for help

3. Evaluate: Do we need to act? What is 
the most effective, necessary action 
with the most minimal impact on 
people and the environment?

4. Action: Implement method of choice. 
5. Monitor: Continue to monitor, 

further treaments may or may not be 
necessary. If pest population 
increases it may be time to increase 
the level of action.

&Common Pests      Control



&Common Pests      Control
continued

CO Potato Beetle

Cutworms

prevention

• Choose pest resistant cultivars

• Ensure well-draining soil

• Ensure adequate sun and air 
circulation

• Ensure proper fertilization

• Water consistently, preferably in 
the morning

• Prune with a purpose

• Remove and destroy infected plant 
material

• Apply a preventative garden-spray 
weekly or bi-weekly

• Manually remove, hand or 
pressurized water

• Floating row covers
• Companion plants: strong odor 

repells, nasturtium traps
• Application of B.T., Sevin, Neem 

Oil

• Collars of paper or aluminum 
foil can prevent fatal damage.

• Manually remove, hand or 
pressurized water

• Floating row covers
• Companion plants: strong odor 

repells, nasturtium traps
• Application of Sevin, Neem Oil, 

Insecticidal Soap

https://texasinsects.tamu.edu/cutworm/
https://texasinsects.tamu.edu/colorado-potato-beetle-potato-bug/


&Common Pests      Control
continued

Aphids & White Flies

Leaf miner

all-good 

garden spray
• Manually remove, hand or pressurized 

water
• Avoid overwatering
• Floating row covers
• Predator insects: Lady beetle, green 

lacewings, damsel&pirate bugs
• Companion plants: strong odor repells, 

nasturtium traps
• Application of Spinosad, Neem Oil, 

Insecticidal Soap

• Manually remove, hand or pressurized 
water

• Floating row covers
• Predator insects: Spiders & Assassin bugs
• Companion plants: strong odor repells, 

nasturtium traps
• Application of Sevin, Spinosad, Neem Oil, 

Insecticidal Soap

2 Gallons of Water
2.5 tsp Insecticidal Soap or 
Castile Soap 
3.25 oz Neem Oil

Mix ingredients together.
Spray, preferably, pressurized.
Pay attention to underside of 
leaves. 

Weekly or bi-weekly application

https://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/library/landscaping/whiteflies/
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/vegetable/problem-solvers/tomato-problem-solver/insect-pests/leaf-miner/#:~:text=Symptoms%3A,stunted%20growth%20and%20reduced%20yield.


prevention

• Choose disease resistant 
cultivars

• Ensure well-draining soil
• Ensure adequate sun and air 

circulation
• Ensure proper fertilization
• Water consistently, preferably 

in the morning
• Prune with a purpose
• Remove and destroy infected 

plant material
• Apply a preventative garden-

spray weekly or bi-weekly

&Common Diseases      Control

Blossom-End Rot

Mosaic Virus

Causes bottom end of tomato to stop 
development and rot. Associated with calcium 
deficiencies and inconsistent watering & 
weather

• Maintain consistent watering
• Mulch to maintain consisten moisture
• Avoid high levels of nitrogen
• Well-draining soil
• Remove damaged fruit

Viral disease that causes young growth to be 
yellow & motted, fruits become bumpy. 

• Highly infectious
• Garden hygiene is important
• Tobacco is common host plant, 

therefore smokers can cause 
transmission.

• No treatment, infected plants should 
be destroyed

https://peppergeek.com/pepper-plant-diseases-problems/
https://peppergeek.com/pepper-plant-diseases-problems/


&Common Diseases      Control

Powdery Mildew

Sunscald

Fungal disease that causes white spots or white 
dusting. Can be managed with relative ease.

• Maintain consistent watering & air 
circulation

• Regular application of preventative 
fungacide

• Remove damaged plant material
• Crop selection

Results of too much sun exposure to direct
sunlight. Fruit or foliage may become light in 
color or papery. 

• Avoid over-pruning
• Consider shade

continued

Blight(s)

Pepper Leaf Spot

Fungal disease that starts with dark concentric 
spots that causes leaf drop. Associated with 
uncontrolled humidity and warm temperatures.

• Maintain consistent watering
• Maintain consistent air circulation
• Regular application of preventative 

fungacide
• Remove damaged plant material
• Crop selection

Common bacterial disease that starts with 
small yellow & green spots that develop into 
brown, Associated with consistently damp 
weather. 

• Maintain consistent watering & air 
circulation

• Regular application of preventative 
fungacide

• Remove damaged plant material
• Crop selection

https://peppergeek.com/pepper-plant-diseases-problems/
https://peppergeek.com/pepper-plant-diseases-problems/
https://peppergeek.com/pepper-plant-diseases-problems/
https://peppergeek.com/pepper-plant-diseases-problems/


Harvest

can i pick it?
Dependent on several factors:

• Variety 
• Weather
• Pest pressure
• Kitchen‘s empty
• Intended use/Storage

picking tips
• Regular harvesting with increase season yield. 
• Harvest throughout season to encourage new growth, allow 

end of season peppers to fully mature.
• Bring a basket and use shears. 
• Clip at the pedicel, or stem of the single fruit.
• Remove any diseased or rotting fruits.
• Peppers will continue to ripen for a day or two further after 

picking, before they begin to degrade. 

The ripeness of a pepper depends heavily on
what you expect from the variety and what you
want from it.

Aspects of ripeness:
• Color
• Size
• Firmness
• Aroma

Peppers are mature when it is green, full-sized 
and firm. It will have a more vegetal flavor.

As it continues to ripen, it will become, based 
on varietal, red/yellow/orange/brown, sweet, 
smoky and thinner walled.

ripeness



Varieties-Chile/Hot
Anaheim Chinese 5 Color Jalepeno Hungarian WaxHabanda

Jalepeno-TAM Mild Long Thin Cayenne Poblano/AnchoPimiento de Padron Tabasco

https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/anaheim-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/chinese-5-color-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/habanada-sweet-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/hungarian-hot-wax-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/bulk-vegetables/peppers/jalapeno-craig-s-grande
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/bulk-vegetables/peppers/tam-jalapeno-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/cayenne-long-thin-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/pimiento-de-padron-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/poblano-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/hot/tabasco-pepper


Varieties-Sweet/Bell 
California Wonder CubanelleCornito-EscamilloCorbaci

Doux D‘Espagne Jimmy Nardello

Italian

Pepperoncini Lipstick/Lunchbox Shishito

Cornito-Carmen

https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/california-wonder-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/bulk-vegetables/peppers/corbaci-pepper
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/peppers/sweet-peppers/escamillo-organic-f1-corno-di-toro-pepper-seed-3125G.11.html
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/cubanelle-sweet-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/doux-d-espagne
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/italian-pepperoncini-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/early-spring-favorites/jimmy-nardello-italian-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/lipstick-pepper
https://www.rareseeds.com/store/vegetables/sweet/shishito-pepper
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/peppers/sweet-peppers/carmen-organic-f1-corno-di-toro-pepper-seed-2993G.11.html


https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-515_peppers.pdf
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-515_peppers.pdf


https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-515_peppers.pdf
https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/organic/files/2011/03/E-515_peppers.pdf


seed

RESOURCES
I don‘t need to know everything, I just need to know where to find 
it, when I need it. --Never memorize something that you can look 
up. --Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the 
mind to think. –Albert Einstein

books
Online Institutions

Texas A&M Agrilife Extension

Farmer’s Almanac

Texas Gardener Magazine

Social Media

@BigCityGardener

Epic Gardening

Homestead & Chill

Dallas Garden School

@theNorthTexasGardener

Roots & Refuge

@UrbanFarmstead

Bootstrapfarmer.com

Gardeners.com

Saferbrand.com

Amazon.com

Home Depot & Lowe‘s

Sam‘s & Costco

Epic Tomatoes

Craig LeHoullier

The $64 Tomato

Willian Alexander

Peppers of the America’s

Maricel E. Presilla

Chilis: How to Grow, Harvest, and Cook

Eva Robild

Texas Fruit & Vegetable Gardening

Greg Grant

Texas Organic Vegetable Gardening

Garrett & Beck

The Vegetable Book: A Texan’s Guide

Dr. Sam Cotner

The Old Farmer’s Almanac Handbook

The Old Farmer’s Almanac Yearly Trade 

Edition

online

txmg
Collin County MG

Dallas County MG

Denton County MG

Fort Bend County MG

Grayson County MG

Tarrant County MG

general

Baker Creek Seeds

Botanical Interests Seeds

Burpee

Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Fedco Seeds

Row 7 Seeds

Seeds Savers Exchange

Seeds of Change

product

suppliers

https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/vegetable/guides/
https://www.farmersalmanac.com/
https://www.texasgardener.com/
https://www.epicgardening.com/
https://homesteadandchill.com/
https://school.thedallasgarden.com/
https://www.rootsandrefuge.com/
https://www.bootstrapfarmer.com/
https://www.gardeners.com/
https://www.saferbrand.com/
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/33Y0HC8REF1EB?ref_=wl_share
https://www.amazon.com/Epic-Tomatoes-Select-Grow-Varieties/dp/1612122086/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2LYFAE0SJL25C&keywords=tomato+books&qid=1647450052&sprefix=tomato+books%2Caps%2C127&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/64-Tomato-Fortune-Endured-Existential/dp/1565125576/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2LYFAE0SJL25C&keywords=tomato+books&qid=1647450052&sprefix=tomato+books%2Caps%2C127&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Peppers-Americas-Remarkable-Capsicums-Forever/dp/0399578927/ref=sw_img_pd_huc_vtph_0?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=0399578927&pd_rd_w=TZPgP&pf_rd_p=c5782c2a-a8b1-4df0-b374-0ebeeb23f402&pf_rd_r=FFX6G1CH7VCAAE8RHMN2&pd_rd_r=0d9f0a39-6eed-43a8-918d-a127fd06f0ff&pd_rd_wg=7w3pY
https://www.amazon.com/Chilis-Harvest-Favorite-Peppers-Varieties/dp/1510740376/ref=sr_1_1?crid=126I6IH3ZDZF6&keywords=pepper+garden+book&qid=1647450160&sprefix=paper+garden+book%2Caps%2C113&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Texas-Fruit-Vegetable-Gardening-Edibles/dp/159186531X/ref=sr_1_2?crid=LP3X11CT65TH&keywords=texas+vegetable+gardening&qid=1647450378&sprefix=texas+vegetable+gardening%2Caps%2C110&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Texas-Organic-Vegetable-Gardening-Vegetables/dp/0884158551/ref=sr_1_5?crid=LP3X11CT65TH&keywords=texas+vegetable+gardening&qid=1647450378&sprefix=texas+vegetable+gardening%2Caps%2C110&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Vegetable-Book-Texans-Guide-Gardening/dp/0914641158/ref=sr_1_7?crid=LP3X11CT65TH&keywords=texas+vegetable+gardening&qid=1647450378&sprefix=texas+vegetable+gardening%2Caps%2C110&sr=8-7
https://www.rareseeds.com/
https://www.botanicalinterests.com/
https://www.burpee.com/
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/
https://www.fedcoseeds.com/
https://www.row7seeds.com/
https://www.seedsavers.org/
https://www.seedsofchange.com/seeds


THANK YOU     

GOOD LUCK!

Grayson County Master Gardeners
Follow this link to access all four sessions of this Veggie Series

will only be available until May

https://txmg.org/grayson/

